the local area around your house
tradition

a custom, idea, or belief that is handed down
consequence

the result of an action
sign

a symbol that gives information
an imaginary line around the middle of the earth
north pole

the most northern point on earth
the most southern point on earth
goods

goods

goods

things that are sold
services

things that are useful or necessary
to give one thing and receive another
earn
to receive payment for work done
purchase

to buy something
save to keep money to use in the future instead of now
choice

choice

choice

the chance to choose
responsible

Having an obligation to do something
service

work that helps others
identify

identify

to recognize or identify what something is
record
to write down information so that it can be kept
shadow

a dark shape made by something blocking out light
motion

motion

motion

a change of position
zigzag

a line or course that moves in short, sharp turns or angles from one side to the other
a chart that shows information by lengths of bars
describe

to create a picture of something in words
sort

to arrange or separate things into groups
predict

predict

to make a guess about what will happen
classify to group something using qualities or characteristics
solid

matter that has a definite volume and holds its own shape
liquid

matter that has definite volume but no definite shape, and takes the shape of its container
The visual disappearance of one substance into another when they are mixed.
Matter is something that has mass and takes up space. The phases of matter are: solid, liquid, gas.
property

anything that is owned by an individual
mix to combine or blend different things
The stages a living organism will go through during its lifetime.
offspring

offspring

offspring

the young of an organism
need something that you have to have
environmental

the natural world and how human activity impacts its condition
investigate to find out as much as possible about something
observe

see or sense with careful study